This paper proposes a new tool for decision support to address geometric over-constrained problems in Computer Aided Design (CAD). It concerns the declarative modelling of geometrical problems. The core of the coordinate free solver used to solve the Geometric Constraint Satisfaction Problem (GCSP) was developed previously by the authors. This research proposes a methodology based on Michelucci's witness method to determine whether the structure of the problem is over-constrained. In this case, the authors propose a tool for assisting the designer in solving the over-constrained problem by ensuring the consistency of the specifications. An application of the methodology and tool is presented in an academic example.
Introduction
In Computer Aided Design (CAD), the model is the computer representation of the object being designed. This geometric model is often named the Digital Mock-Up (DMU) and is now the core of CAD systems. In this study, the geometric model is the reference model.
There are essentially two strategies for building a digital mock-up in CAD systems: the procedural approach and the declarative approach [1] . This paper focuses on declarative approaches because they are often used in the 2D sketcher and 3D assembly workbenches of CAD systems [2] and because the authors have already worked on them in [3, 4, 5, 6] . The declarative approach assumes that the designer first specifies a list of generic geometric objects and, second, a list of constraints between the objects defined previously. Then, a software application is used to solve all these constraints and build the virtual object. In order to obtain a valid object, it is necessary to ensure that all the specifications (generic objects and constraints) given by the user are consistent.
Moreover, the DMU is used in many simulations that cause the geometry to evolve due to changes made to the specifications required by the design team. It is therefore very important to maintain consistency in the statement of the problem. In general, problems that present inconsistencies are of two types: under-constrained problems and over-constrained problems. In this paper, we focus on over-constrained problems.
At present, when a designer comes across an over-constrained problem, no plans are available (at best a message is displayed on the screen). They must unravel it alone. Maintaining the consistency of the digital mock-up is even harder when several designers are involved in the design process. In this paper the authors propose to generate relations between the parameters of specifications in view to guiding users to ensure the consistency of the sets of parameters used. Therefore this paper will describe how to provide users with the elements necessary for maintaining the consistency of the geometry created. How is it possible to help designers to clearly specify their geometry? In the framework of collaboration, if a geometric problem is over-constrained, who arbitrates between the values of different specifications? This paper presents a solution for managing over-constrained geometric problems by giving users a tool for generating consistent sets of specifications.
The authors have already developed a conceptual model based on vectorizing the geometry for generic geometric objects. The associated solving strategy uses a coordinate-free representation. The major advantage of this approach is that it is unnecessary to take the cartesian reference frame into account for solving purposes. In 3D space, a geometric object is characterized by a Gram matrix that is positive semidefinite and has rank 3. Some elements of this matrix must have specific values imposed by the user, the others are unknowns. The geometric problem is solved by obtaining a Gram matrix H that meets the above conditions. This entails a matrix completion problem [7, 8] . Indeed, in order to complete a partial matrix it is necessary to make specific choices of values for the unspecified entries. The solution proposed by us is to find a transformation T that changes an initial object into a final object. The G Gram matrix characterizes the initial object. H Gram matrix characterizes the final object and is defined by the fundamental relationship (1) , as explained in greater detail in [9] :
More specifically, in our study, T = (I + CX), where C is the topological connection matrix, X the vertex perturbation matrix and I the Identity. The authors make use of their previous work to address the problem of consistency. The proposed methodology and tool are applied to a case study shown in Figure 1 . It is a 3D bar structure called "double banana". The lengths of the 18 bars are specified, it can be seen that this system is not rigid because each banana can rotate about the axis defined by the two end points A and B connecting them. We begin in section 2 by giving a series of tools used to describe the geo-3 metric problem. Section 3 describes the coordinate free formulation applied to this GCSP 1 and presents the solving method. In section 4, a method for analyzing whether the geometric problem is overconstrained or not, is described. Following this, if the problem is declared over-constrained, we propose a method for assisting a design team to seek a consistent set of constraints. Finally, section 5 uses the example of the double banana to illustrate the application of this methodology.
Remark: the Einstein notation or Einstein summation convention is employed in this paper. This notation implies the summation over a set of indexed terms in a formula, thus achieving notational brevity.
A coordinate free-model for representing the geometry
This section presents a non-cartesian model that characterizes geometric objects. We recall here the basics of the method as described in [5] . The characteristic of this approach is that it is unnecessary to perform cartesian reference frame, which is a real benefit for the sketching tasks of CAD designers. The principle is that any geometry can be represented as points and vectors. These are the central elements of our modelling. In the following, we describe three models that fully describe the design geometry.
The topological model
The geometry is reduced to a skeleton composed of points and line segments. An incidence matrix C, establishes the relation between each point of an object and its edges. It is an n × m matrix, where n and m are the number of edges and vertices respectively, such that C j i = −1 if the edge e i leaves vertex p j , 1 if it enters vertex p j and 0 otherwise. Figure 2 gives an example of an incidence matrix. Edges are oriented arbitrarily.
The geometrical model
The geometrical object is closely related to the topological model. Indeed, a vector is associated with each edge. Therefore each vector is an oriented bipoint. Thus the geometrical model is represented by a list of vectors.
Given V a set of n non-normed vectors as V = (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n ). The Gram matrix is the mathematical tool used to represent this vectorial model. Thus G(V) is defined by: G ij (V) = v i , v j where v i , v j is the scalar product between vectors v i and v j . This matrix is also noted G in the following.
The Gram matrix of a set of vectors is constructed for each representation of a sketch. This Gram matrix fully defines the metrics of the object. It should be noted that this modelling is independent of the Cartesian coordinate system since all the vectors are defined in relation to one another: the vectors are not represented by their Cartesian co-ordinates but by their relative scalar products. An advantage of this approach is the possibility of ensuring specification consistency by verifying the mathematical properties of the Gram matrix (symmetrical, positive-semidefinite, rank, etc.). For example, by calculating specific determinants, it is possible to know whether or not there is a solution to the problem (see [10] ).
The specification model
For our purpose, it is assumed that a geometric problem is defined by a skeleton, totally defined by the topological and geometrical models, and by a list of geometric constraints. In this study, we only focus on the length of the vectors, called L, or the angle between two vectors called α. All the specifications are stocked in S. It is a partially filled Gram matrix. Element S ii is known if the user chooses a specific length for v i , as presented in equation 2.
Element S ij is defined if the user specifies the angle between v i and v j . Thus,
These three models fully characterize the GCSP.
A coordinate free formulation of geometric constraints
The previous section presented the geometric model based on a vectorial representation of the geometric entities and constraints. We now present the approach developed, based on the transformation of the initial geometry and using a perturbation matrix (see equation 1). This method is particularly appropriate for CAD as the users always start by "drawing" an initial shape that is gradually modified to obtain the desired object.
The perturbation of the initial object
To illustrate this method, let us take the trivial object presented in figure  3 . For example, v 1 has p 1 as origin and p 4 as end vertex. The G(V) matrix defines the initial object whereas G(V ′ ) characterizes the final object. As the C incidence matrix forms the relation between each point of the object and 6 vectors, we express the edge relation for the initial object in (4) .
The edge relation for the final object is found in (5) .
It should be noted that the two objects are represented by the same connection matrix C because the topology is invariant during the tranformation, The variation p ′ a set of vectors obtained after a transformation from an initial state to a final one, we express the relation between these two states. We define the vertex variation by (6) :
X j i are elements of matrix X, which is called the perturbation matrix from the initial state of the geometry to the final one. It is an n × m matrix. The last three equations (4), (5) and (6), make it possible to obtain the relation between the initial vectors and the final one in (9) using formulas (7) and (8) . Here, δ k i represents the Kronecker symbol which equals 1 if i = k and, 0 otherwise.
The aim is to obtain the transformation of an object from its initial shape to its final one. The Gram matrix H = G(V ′ ) characterizes the final object. Indeed,
This expression written in matrix form is:
Note T the vectorial transformation I + C X. Due to the rank property: rank(H) ≤ min(rank(T), rank(G)) H is a matrix of rank r. Formula (14) above represents the variation of the geometric object. The elements of the perturbation matrix X are the unknowns of the problem. So far, the Gram matrix G has only been used to characterize the position and orientation of all the vectors of the initial sketch. Numerically, this matrix is totally known.
The specifications
The geometric constraints specified by the user lead to a set of equations that are presented in the following section. Here we itemize only two types of specifications (useful as examples) but many other specifications have been developed by the authors. The reader may refer to [5] and [11] for more details.
Length equations
By definition, an element of diagonal matrix G ii (H ii for the final one) represents the squared length of an initial vector (final resp.). The length specification of vector v i imposed by the designer is denoted L i . Thus:
Given that each final matrix element is expressed as equation 13, and by developing this latter expression to the 1 st order, we obtain (16):
In particular, for the formula of the diagonal elements (17) can be used.
And by developing equation (15), it becomes equation (18) . This equation is a set of linear equations in the unknowns
and G ii are known. The unknowns of this equation are elements of X.
Line-line angle equations
By definition, element G ij represents the scalar product between vectors v i and v j . The designer requires the cosine of the angle between vector v i and v j to satisfy specification α ij , resulting in the equation (19) below:
Rewriting equation (19) to move all the terms of H to the left of the equal sign gives:
By developing H ij , H ii and H jj using equation (16) and by linearization to the 1 st order, the expression of an angular specification is expressed as follows: 
Geometric problem solving
In this section, we do not attempt to describe in detail the method used to solve the equations for the isoconstrained problem. This study was carried out by Moinet in [11] for a different set of equations but it remains well-adapted to the problem presented in this paper. The geometrical solver developed with Matlab R computes the X perturbation matrix of equation (14) in order to obtain an object that conforms to the specifications given by the designers. The system to be solved consists of non-linear relations (15) and (19) . The known terms are the elements of the initial Gram matrix G, line-line angle specifications α ij , and length specifications L i . For solving purposes, the equations generated by the above mentioned solver are linearized to the 1 st order. Then it is necessary to find the elements of perturbation matrix X ij to solve the problem. The most frequently used method to solve this kind of system, F (X) = 0, is the Newton-Raphson method. However, the algorithm implemented is a variation of the Newton-Raphson method that has been described in [5] . Then equations (18) and (21), as presented in previous paragraph, can be rewritten and stored in the linear form presented in (22).
In this equation, all the unknown elements from matrix X are stored in the column vector noted x. The elements of matrix A and the second member b (a column vector) are computed from S, G and C. Note that there are as many elements in b as the number of specifications given by the user. Indeed, these elements are extracted from matrix S − G (i) at each step i. In this case, S is the specification given by the designer, whereas G (i) is the Gram matrix at step i. The initial value, G (0) = G, is given by the measure of the geometric parameter in the initial sketch. Then, the solving method can be summed up as in algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1: How to solve the GCSP problem Input: G is an initial object defined by a Gram matrix of size n × n C is the connection matrix of size n × m S are the specifications given by the user, defined by a Gram matrix of size n × n partially filled. n: number of vectors m: number of points in the sketch d: number of specifications Result:
A new Gram matrix G of a rank equal to 3 that totally defines the final object and conforms to the list of specifications initialization;
while Not all the specifications are satisfied up to ǫ do Construct a system in the form Ax = b using this relation:
with: 
This algorithm converges if the GCSP is underconstrained, isoconstrained or overconstrained with consistent specifications. Therefore in the next section the authors present a method that always ensures consistency of the GCSP. An application of this algorithm is presented in section 5.
The Problem Analysis
When, for generic values of the GCSP, the number of solutions is finite and nonzero (resp. zero, infinity), the problem is said to be well-(resp. over-, under-) constrained. Here, we only focus on the overconstrained problem and propose using the witness method of Michelucci et al. [12, 13, 14] to perform the problem analysis. The first part of this section will briefly introduce Michelucci's witness method. In the second part, we explain how to generate a useful witness using a coordinate free formulation for the geometric constraint solving problem. Then, the third part introduces the proposed method to analyse the chosen witness using the Rouché-Fontené theorem. The fourth part proposes a method to handle over-constrained problems.
The Witness method
Michelucci's witness method proposes studying the generic properties of a collection of objects by studying one of them that is called a "witness". Up to now this method has always been used in the context of contraints formulated in a Cartesian framework. In addition, the literature states that if there is a sketch with the same properties as the solution sought (coincidence, collinearity, coplanarity, etc.) then this is generally a witness. In the framework of this research, it is always assumed that the user has drawn such a sketch to describe a problem of geometrical constraints. This is why this method seems well-adapted to this task. It should be noted that the witness method has never been applied with non-Cartesian formulations. The authors therefore felt it pertinent to demonstrate that this method can be applied in this case.
Generation of a generic witness
Sometimes the sketch proposed by a designer is not totally representative of the shape of the desired solution. This occurs when certain geometric elements are drawn with specific properties (collinearity, coplanarities, etc.) without representing a real constraint. In this case the sketch cannot be used as a witness. This situation occurs when the sketch is not generic. A sketch is considered generic when it remains rigid before and after an infinitesimal perturbation. Likewise if the sketch was not rigid before the perturbation and continues not being rigid after it. Details on rigidity and generic frameworks can be found in [16] . This situation is illustrated in figure 4 . The rigid sketch a. Rigid sketch b. Non rigid sketch Figure 4 : Example of rigid and non rigid sketches. [15] (figure 4.a) is not generic: a small perturbation on the dimensions of the bars will result in a non rigid sketch like that shown in figure 4 .b. On the other hand the sketch in figure 4 .b is generic: if a small perturbation is introduced in the dimension of this sketch, it will remain non rigid. Usually, non generic sketches are constituted with line segments that are aligned as presented in figure 4 .a. In the representation chosen (based on Gram matrix) for this paper, the vectors representing these line segments are collinear or coplanar. The collinearity of the vectors will lead to an artificial redundancy between the constraints associated with the collinear vectors. Consequently, before using the witness method with a coordinate free formulation of the GCSP, it is necessary to ensure that the sketch used as witness is generic. In order to ensure that the sketch is generic, the authors have used a naive technique that consists of the algorithm presented in figure 5 . This algorithm has four steps:
1. The system of equations modelling the GCSP is based on the user's sketch. The rank of this system is calculated. 2. The starting point is a random perturbation of the sketch. Then a second linearised system is generated and its rank calculated. 3. If the rank of the second system is higher than that of the first, the first sketch is replaced by the second and the second step is reiterated. 4. Otherwise the first sketch is considered generic.
It is important to note that the probability of finding a perturbation at random that transforms a generic sketch into a non generic sketch is very low. This means that, apart from exceptional cases, the rank will not be reduced by the random perturbation. This subject will be discussed in section 6. In our case, the initial problem is represented by a matrix of incidence C and a list of points with their initial positions (described by their Cartesian coordinates). Thus, to generate a random perturbation of the initial problem, it is advisable to conserve the matrix of incidence and randomly perturb the initial coordinates of all the points.
Analysing the witness
Once the witness has been generated, it can be analysed. In the second case of an over-constrained problem, the purpose of this analysis is to determine which constraints are redundant. Overconstrained problems that are locally undercontrained do not disturb the proposed methodology of this article. For example, system (23) holds this characteristic. Furthermore, the analysis proposed by the authors also permits determining, for each redundant constraint, the relation that links this constraint to those that are independent. The main steps of the method proposed are presented in figure  6 . In this paragraph we assume that the system of equations is written in linear form: Ax = b (cf. section 3.3). It should be noted that matrix A has the dimension d × nm. We also assume that this system is composed of r independent constraints (the matrix A has rank r). As the GCSP is Elimination of redundant constraints : S is all the independent constraintsF igure 6: Method used to analyse the over-constrained problem overconstrained, it is additionally assumed that d > r and nm ≥ r.
Search for redundant constraints
To find the redundant constraints, the authors propose using the Gauss elimination method [17] to obtain a triangular form of the matrix A. This triangular form is used to identify the redundant constraints by searching the lines that contain only 0. These redundant constraints are withdrawn from the problem. The independent specifications are stored inS, a partially filled Gram matrix. Comment: if a column of the matrix does not contain an elimination value, this means that the value of the unknown associated with this column can be fixed freely.
For example, the system (23) can be represented by the matrix shown in (24) figure 7.a. This matrix can be given a triangular form (25) (in figure 7.c) by using the circled values and by performing the sequence of operations indicated in figure 7 .b on its lines: Using this example, we can conclude that equations 4, 5 and 8 are redundant. We can also conclude that the 4th unknown can be chosen freely since the fourth column of the matrix (25) does not contain a Gauss value.
Determining the equations of compatibility
If the system Ax = b is over-constrained the Rouché-Fontené theorem [17, 18] indicates that for a solution to exist, the second member b must confom to d − r conditions. In the following, these conditions will be called equations of compatibility. It is always possible to rewrite the system without loss of generality so that the first r lines and the first r columns are independent. This amounts, on the one hand, to writing the redundant constraints on the last lines, and on the other hand, to rewriting the unknowns that can be fixed freely at the end (which corresponds to the last columns of the matrix). Thus the system Ax = b will take the form presented in equation (26). Then, the expression of each compatibility equation is given by h q = 0. The expression of h q is given in equation (27) 
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To explain this relation it is possible to expand the determinant of equation (27) by the first column. We therefore obtain the value of the coefficients γ i q by the formula (29).
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Handling an over-constrained problem
In the case where the problem is over-constrained, i.e. there is no solution that conforms to all the specifications S, the authors propose a method to help designers to find all the consistent specification values bringing them close to the initial expectations. The idea is to use the compatibility equations to change the independent specifications so that the redundant specifications draw close to the value desired. To do this the authors propose searching a set of new specifications stored in the Gram matrix S ′ . The specification values must conform to the compatibility equation (30):
We define t, the vector of size(d × 1) equal to the d elements extracted from the column vector formed by stacking the lines of (S ′ − H). The expression of terms γ i q of matrix Γ is given by equation (29). In a general way, we note that matrix Γ has size (d − r) × d. In most engineering cases, the number of compatibility equations is much lower than the number of independent specifications (d − r < r). When d − r ≥ r the designers must have imposed a very high number of redundant constraints (d ≥ 2r). In this specific but improbable case, the designers would be asked to reformulate their problem. Furthermore, in the general case where d − r < r, matrix Γ will have rank d − r since the compatibility equations are independent by construction. Consequently, by using system (30) it is possible to calculate d − r values of t i among d. If, without loss of generality, the columns of matrix Γ are re-ordered so that its first d − r columns are independent, system (30) can be written in the form (31) and (32) by introducing two matrices Γ 1 (of size (d − r) × (d − r)) and Γ 2 (of size (d − r) × r). In this form matrix Γ 1 is invertible and we can calculate the values t 1 to t d−r using the formula (33).
Now the above has been presented, the problem remaining to be solved is to partition t so that the Γ 1 matrix is full rank.
Partitioning the set of target specifications
The technique presented in section 4.3.1 allows determining the redundant constraints. It also provides a set of independent target specifications. However, in an engineering context, the designer may want to conserve the initial value for the redundant specification detected by the Gauss elimination method. In this case, it is necessary to find another partition for the target specifications. The following proposition does not claim to solve the problem of partitioning the set of specification parameters. The two ideas raised here are more the paths to be followed to give a clear framework for designers to choose a partition of t i . Firstly, the designers may wish to assign priorities or importances to specifications: the solution must meet the important specifications as precisely as possible, whereas the accuracy for other specifications can be lower. In this case it is advisable to place the important specifications in subassembly (t d−r+1 , · · · , t d ) and the less important specifications in subassembly (t 1 , · · · , t d−r ) which will be calculated using relation (33). Secondly, it could also be interesting to follow paths suggested in research works on robust design such as [19] . This study indicates criteria to help designers to divide their specifications into two parts to minimize the variation of values (t 1 , · · · , t d−r ) that are calculated from (t d−r+1 , · · · , t d ) which is also our aim. Whatever the case, once the designers have chosen a partition, it is advisable that matrix Γ 1 is invertible.
Discussion
On the basis of the compatibility equations (30) generated, the authors present two paths that should be combined carefully to permit a team of designers to solve an overconstrained problem. The paths proposed in this section to calculate the values of the target specifications t using matrix Γ require relatively basic linear algebra functions. This means that the calculations necessary to obtain the target specifications t will be fast. A simple tool for calculating the target specifications used in these two paths could be developed. Then it would be possible to use this tool during a design review to generate several sets of target specifications. During the same meeting, the design team and experts could then decide on which target value seems most pertinent. However, it is important to note that the compatibility equations were generated using a linearised version of the problem. Consequently, these equations are only valid in the vicinity of the solution used to generate them.
Case study
This section presents a case study with the application of the method to a double banana configuration. The skeleton of the double banana is composed of 8 vertices and 18 edges. These 26 elements are declared in the text file presented in figure 8 . The initial geometry is also declared in the same text fileby the position of 8 points associated with each vertex. This overconstrained and under-constrained academic example is a good candidate for illustrating the proposed algorithm. The declaration of the geometrical elements composing the double banana geometry is done as follows.
• First, the number indicated after the key word 'VERTICES' gives the total number of points in the geometry. Then each line that follows is used to declare each single point. This declaration starts with the keyword 'Point'. Then, the name of the point, such as P t1, P t2, · · · in Figure 8 and the initial coordinates of the point must be entered. This part provides the information needed to fill the initial Gram matrix, G (0) presented in algorithm 1.
• Second, the number indicated after the key word 'EDGES' gives the total number of edges in the geometry. Then each line that follows is used to declare each single edge. This declaration starts with the keyword 'Edge'. Then, the name of the edge, such as A1, A2, · · · in Figure 8 must be entered. Afterwards, the name of the origin point of the current edge is preceded by a minus sign whereas no sign specifies the ending point. Consequently, all the edges are oriented. This part corresponds to providing the C information presented in algorithm 1.
• Third, the number indicated after the key word 'LENGTH SPECI-FICATIONS' gives the total number of length constraints declared in the GCSP. Each constraint is declared using the approach presented before. In this case, they are named l1 to l18 with their corresponding numerical values specified after the equal sign. This part gives the specifications contained in the partially filled Gram matrix S.
The figure in Fig.9 is drawn using vertices coordinates (listed in Fig.8) ; they do not fullfil length specifications (also in fig.8 ). The resolution of the GCSP is assigned to the solver developed by the authors [5] . The result expected is a geometry that conforms to all the 18 specifications given. As this case study is over-constrained, the solver is unable to find a geometry that satisfies the 18 specifications. Consequently, this research proposes to add a numerical problem analysis before solving the GCSP. The result of this analysis gives a set of compatibility equations required to find a new set of consistent specifications stored in S ′ .
Analysis of the Numerical Problem
The numerical analysis of the problem is performed by adapting the witness method to the case of the double banana structure. The first part is to find a generic sketch. A linear system is generated from the initial configuration. Its rank is calculated as 17. The points of the initial sketch are perturbed randomly. A second system is generated and its rank is calculated. It is also 17. It can therefore be concluded that the initial object is generic. Furthermore, the rank of matrix A is lower than the number of constraints (17 < 18); thus we can assume (based on Michelucci results) that the case is over-constrained. Then two options are offered to the users: either they reformulate the problem alone, or they leave the algorithm to manage this overstress. We now describe the second scenario. In this example, an extract of the matrix A of size 18 × 144 (144 = 18 · 8) is given in (34). The computation of the Gaussian elimination using Matlab rref() function gives the matrix presented in (35). 
From this point we can first observe that the 18 th row is full of 0, meaning that the 18 th specification is redundant. Secondly, it can be seen that the columns numbered {12, 18, 20, 21, · · · , 144} do not contain any elimination value which means that the value of unknowns {12, 18, 20, 21, · · · , 144} can be choosen freely. This second feature is not considered in the method presented. 
(35) Consequently to have a well-posed problem, the proposed solution is to release the 18 th constraint. The new reduced problem is therefore composed of 17 specifications which are stored inS. This new well-posed problem, is sent to the solver. A solution is found in 4 iterations. In figure 10 , we can see all the configurations of the objects obtained during the solving. An object can be drawn at each step of the algorithm. Convergence is reached very quickly. Indeed, the configuration desired is almost obtained after only one iteration. It is necessary to wait for the 4th stage for an object to reach standard convergence (ǫ = 1e −6 in algorithm 1). The solution computed is a set of points called P ′ , with the same topology as before. The geometrical solution is illustrated by figure 11 . The analysis of this solution gives the length parameters presented in table 1. It can be seen that the 18 th constraint that has been removed is equal to L 18 = 27.622761 instead of 32 (the designer's original goal). This solution is not the exact desired solution. It is probably just one solution close to the designer's aims. The geometrical solver also gives the compatibility equations (in this example, only one equation describes the dependence between the 18 parameters) (there are only 17 independent parameters). The following section describes the generation of this compatibility equation. 
Compatibility equation generation
As we found that there was only one redundant constraint, there is therefore only one compatibility equation of the form (28) to be calculated. Thus we perform the calculation of γ i q presented in (29). Note that q = 1 in this case. 
Handling the overconstrained problem
For example, let us assume that the value for L 18 calculated by the solver is too far from the designer's aims and that the value of L 9 may be less accurate than its primary specification. the user wishes to know the new value of L 9 which conforms to the consistency of the problem. They can also change more than one value. For the compatibility equation, the coefficients of γ i 1 are the influence factors of each specification i which ensures the consistency between the 18 length specifications. As we want to specify L 18 and let L 9 free, we apply equation (32) with t i = 0 for i ∈ {1, .., 8, 10, .., 17}. Then, nm. As 3n − 6 unknowns are sufficient to position n points in 3D, the algebraic problem is underconstrained, so values of some unknowns can be fixed to zero. This strategy was tested on several examples but was not presented in this paper. The authors presented a method to analyze the GCSP. The analysis was performed before the solving process, something not done at present at each step of the resolution. An improvement is possible: to detect particular properties of geometric elements during the solving process. It will be interesting to analyse the algebraic system in it in order to know whether the final sketch is generic. If the final sketch is not generic, the proposed method cannot be applied. When problems are over-constrained, a search is made to identify the redundant constraints by using the Gaussian elimination method. The independent specifications set depend on the order of the rows in the matrix A. Different strategies could be studied to sort the rows in A differently. Finally, the double-banana problem is an academic example with only one overconstraint. It was chosen for pedagogical reasons. Further applications must be performed to demonstrate the efficiency of this on industrial problems with several overconstraints.
Conclusion
In this paper we used a non-cartesian formulation for GCSP. We wrote constraint equations for point-point distance and line-line angles. The efficiency of the witness method for handling problems defined by a coordinate free formulation was demonstrated and a solution for identifying redundancy between constraints in over-constrained cases was presented. A set of compatibility equations was generated after performing a prior analysis. Finally, strategies and tools were proposed to assist a team of designers to find a set of consistent specifications. The complete process was illustrated using the double banana geometrical configuration. In the design environment it is increasingly difficult to specify a geometric problem correctly in a declarative way since designers often work together. The proposed tools could be used in a collaborative environment, where it is quite difficult to arbitrate between the different goals of design engineers.
